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Portfolio Analysis

Three strategies matured within the Fund during April - Strategies 38, 39 and 40.  All three were gilt-collateralised contracts, 
with the FTSE CSDI as the underlying index in each case.  Although two were step down strategies, where the required 
index level drops over time, as this was the first observation point for them all, they all required the index to be at or above 
its starting level to mature with a gain. 

 The index was indeed higher in each case triggering the strategies to mature with gains of 8.38% and 9.04% for the two step 
down contracts (Strategies 38 and 40), and 10.50% for the at the money contract (Strategy 39).

Monthly Commentary

The Fund rose by 1.04% in April, ahead of its performance comparator of cash (as measured by the Bank of England’s Sterling 
Overnight Index Average (“SONIA”)) + 5% which rose 0.69%.  It is also positive for the year to date at 3.08%, compared to 
2.86% for the comparator. Source: FE Analytics. Bid-Bid. Total Return

April was a good month for UK equities; by the end of April the UK equity market, as measured by the FTSE 100 Index, was 
back to where it had been at the beginning of March.

With the losses hastened in part by the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and Credit Suisse in March being quickly reversed.  
The lack of any sign of contagion effect across the banking sector as a whole meant investor confidence continued to return 
over the month.  This was also helped by the inflation figures issued in April being slightly lower than the previous month.  
Although higher than predicted, it was hoped that inflation had now peaked, reducing the pressure on the Bank of England 
to raise the base rate much further.  
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Strategy 38 Maturity

FTSE CSDI Initial Index Level Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds

The Index was 3.39% above the required level 
resulting in maturity on the first anniversary 

with a gain of 8.38%.
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Strategy 39 Maturity

FTSE CSDI Initial Index Level Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds

The Index was 6.66% above the required level 
resulting in maturity on the first anniversary 

with a gain of 10.50%.
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Strategy 55

FTSE CSDI Initial Index Level Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds

100

< 65

1:1 loss

The proceeds from the first maturity, plus some additional capital, were rolled straight into Strategy 55, another gilt-
collateralised contract.  A step-down shape linked to the FTSE CSDI index, it offers a potential coupon of 8.31% each year, 
with the level required for the strategy to mature dropping from its initial level after the second anniversary.  

The two other maturities happened too late in the month to be reinvested in April, but the proceeds of these will be invested 
in May. 

All of the strategies within the Fund were in positive territory at the end of the month, except for two, both of which have 
been in the Fund for less than three months.  Despite this, the defined returns on each mean we can still see inherent value 
within them, however.  Below we provide details of two strategies which we feel highlight this return potential, subject to the 
performance of the underlying index and counterparty solvency where applicable.
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Strategy 40 Maturity

FTSE CSDI Initial Index Level Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds

The Index was 6.66% above the required level 
resulting in maturity on the first anniversary 

with a gain of 9.04%.

Fund Autocall Strategy 14

This strategy was implemented in the early days of the 
Fund on 11 July 2019 at £1 per unit. Having already passed 
its first three observation dates, it will mature on 11 July 
2023 if the FTSE 100 Index is at or above 7,509.82 points, 
returning £1.3324 per unit. If the FTSE 100 is below the 
maturity trigger level the investment will continue until the 
next observation date (following year), and potentially the 
next annual observation, adding a further £0.0831 per unit 
for each year, providing the FTSE 100 is at or above the 
Initial Index Level. 

If the maturity parameters are not met by 12 July 2027 
and on that date the FTSE 100 is still below 7,509.82 the 
investment will mature returning just £1 per unit unless the
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Strategy 14

FTSE 100 Initial Index Level Missed Early Maturity Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

Surrender Value: 129.76 at 28/04/2023
'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds
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1:1 loss

FTSE 100 index closes that day below 4,505.89 when the return will be in line with the percentage fall in the index over the 
term and as such, less than £0.60 per unit. 

With just over two months to go until its fourth anniversary, this strategy is pricing just above three and a half years’ worth of 
coupons.  At the end of April the FTSE 100 index was above the required level for the strategy to mature in July, and could
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Potential Return Profile Subject to Conditions of the Strategy Being Met

Price 28/04/2023 129.76

Observation Date Years 
Remaining Payout

Remaining Return FTSE 100 Gain 
RequiredTotal Return Annualised

13/07/2020

Strategy did not mature, underlying index below maturity level12/07/2021

11/07/2022

11/07/2023 0.20 133.24 2.68% 13.93% -4.58%

11/07/2024 1.21 141.55 9.08% 7.48% -4.58%

11/07/2025 2.21 149.86 15.49% 6.75% -4.58%

13/07/2026 3.21 158.17 21.89% 6.36% -4.58%

12/07/2027 4.21 166.48 28.29% 6.10% -4.58%

Fund Autocall Strategy 48

This strategy was implemented on 17 November 2022 at 
£1 per unit. It will mature on 17 November 2023 if the FTSE 
CSDI Index is at or above 166.88 points, returning £1.0950 
per unit. If the FTSE CSDI Index is below the maturity trigger 
level the investment will continue until the next observation 
date (following year), when if the Index is at or above the 
same level it will mature returning £1.19 per unit. 

If not, it will continue to each subsequent anniversary, 
adding a further £0.0950 per unit for each year, providing 
the FTSE CSDI Index is at or above a reducing reference 
level.  The Reference Level in years three, four and five is 
95% of the Initial Index Level (158.54), this is followed by 
a further 5% reduction in years six, seven and finally year 
eight to 90% of the Initial Index Level (150.19).

Fund Autocall Strategy 14 continued

see a fall of 4.58% with this strategy still maturing.  Earning half a year’s coupon in a little over two months would give an 
annualised return for this strategy of 13.93% in what only needs to be a flat market. 

As can be seen from the table below, even if the strategy had to go to its final observation before maturing, the underlying 
index could fall 4.58% from its end of April level and trigger a total gain of 66.48%.  An annualised return of 6.10% in just over 
four years from the end of April, even with a short fall in the market.
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Strategy 48

FTSE CSDI Initial Index Level Maturity Trigger Level & Payout Barrier Level

Surrender Value: 104.22 at 28/04/2023
'Counterparty': UK Government Bonds

100
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1:1 loss

If the maturity parameters are not met by 18 November 2030 and on that date the FTSE CSDI Index is below 150.19 the 
investment will mature returning just £1 per unit unless the FTSE CSDI Index closes that day below 108.47 when the return will 
be in line with the percentage fall in the index over the term and as such, less than £0.65 per unit. 

It is four months since this strategy struck, and the underlying index is above the level needed in November for it to mature.  
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Fund Autocall Strategy 48 continued

If the strategy were to mature at this first opportunity it would mean an annualised return for this strategy of 9.70% from the end 
of April, without needing the index to rise at all.

If the underlying index were to fall sufficiently for it not to mature in November and instead the strategy were to go to its final 
observation point before maturing, the underlying index could fall by 15.93% from its end of April level and the strategy would 
produce a total potential gain of 76%.  That would equate to an annualised return of 7.42% from the end of April, however, 
equity markets would have to be down on each of the next seven anniversaries for the strategy to reach that point.

Potential Return Profile Subject to Conditions of the Strategy Being Met

Price 28/04/2023 104.22

Observation Date Years 
Remaining Payout

Remaining Return FTSE CSDI Gain 
RequiredTotal Return Annualised

17/11/2023 0.56 109.50 5.07% 9.23% -6.59%

18/11/2024 1.56 119.00 14.18% 8.87% -6.59%

17/11/2025 2.56 128.50 23.30% 8.52% -11.26%

17/11/2026 3.56 138.00 32.41% 8.21% -11.26%

17/11/2027 4.56 147.50 41.53% 7.91% -11.26%

17/11/2028 5.56 157.00 50.64% 7.65% -15.93%

19/11/2029 6.56 166.50 59.76% 7.40% -15.93%

18/11/2030 7.56 176.00 68.87% 7.18% -15.93%

Projected Fund Performance (Not a reliable indicator of future results)

Whilst of course the figures in the table below should not be regarded as a reliable indicator of future results, they are an 
estimate of the performance over specific time periods for given market movements, based on the current holdings within 
the Fund and prices and index levels at the end of April. 

FTSE 100 
movement -10% -5% 0% 5% 10%

1 Year 0.68% 3.85% 5.76% 6.91% 7.62%

3 Years 10.57% 14.73% 17.16% 18.57% 19.43%

For example, if the FTSE 100 index is 5% up in 3 years, we expect the value of the Fund to rise by 18.57%.  

It must be noted that these figures are based on assumptions and therefore there would be a difference between these 
figures and the actual performance.  However, given that the Fund aims to provide capital growth over the medium to long 
term in rising, directionless or modestly falling UK equities markets, it is pleasing to see that these estimates suggest the 
Fund would do just that.  

Over 3 years the Fund is projected to give a positive return even if the FTSE 100 index falls by 10%. 
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
2018 - - - - - - - - - - - -0.11% -0.11%

2019 0.73% 0.30% 0.66% 0.55% -0.93% 1.26% 0.74% -2.24% 1.97% -0.01% 1.09% 1.64% 5.12%

2020 -2.23% -9.13% -8.36% 6.55% 4.07% 0.21% -2.78% 2.05% -1.54% -4.09% 10.01% 1.59% -5.27%

2021 -1.69% 1.05% 3.66% 3.67% 0.97% 0.42% -0.17% 1.55% -0.60% 1.57% -1.53% 3.50% 12.92%

2022 0.31% -0.19% 1.65% -0.06% 1.25% -3.50% 3.22% -1.86% -4.79% 3.52% 4.61% 0.00% 3.81%

2023 2.48% -0.44% -0.01% 1.04% 3.08%

Historic Fund Performance

Source: FE Analytics. Bid-Bid. Total Return

Charges

There are no entry, exit, or performance fees applied to the fund.  The Ongoing Charge Figure (OCF) for the fund remains at 
its capped level of 1% p.a.  A full list of fees associated with investing in the Fund is included in the Fund Supplement.

Summary

The Fund continues to remain positive year to date, and also continues to be well diversified in terms of observations dates, 
observation levels and counterparty exposure.  Gilt-backed strategies are spread across two investment banks, while the 
strategies in note form are diversified across three.  Details of the current strategies and the investment banks used, along 
with further information on the fund, can be found at UKDSF.com.   

We hope this update provides you with a flavour of how the Fund is currently positioned.  

Sources of Indices Data: Mariana Capital / Investing.com / FT

Disclaimer
The value of this investment can fall as well as rise and investors may get back less than they originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.

The Fund is suitable for investors who are seeking capital growth over a medium to long term horizon but who are willing 
to tolerate medium to high risks due to the potentially volatile nature of the investments.

This article is for information purposes only and should not be construed as advice. We strongly suggest you seek 
independent financial advice prior to taking any course of action.

The contents of this document have been issued and approved by Lowes Investment Management, who are authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under the firm reference number 192938.

The information provided in this document has been provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as 
a recommendation to buy or sell the Lowes UK Defined Strategy Fund. This is a marketing communication. Any investment 
should be made on the basis of the information contained within the Prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document 
(KIID), and the Supplementary Information Document (SID), available from UKDSF.com.

Any views expressed within this document are those of Lowes Investment Management at the date of issue which may be 
subject to change. Lowes UK Defined Strategy Fund is a sub fund of Skyline Umbrella Fund ICAV which is authorised and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is given as to the accuracy 
or completeness of the information contained within this document, as expressed by Lowes Investment Management. No 
liability is accepted by Lowes Investment Management for any errors, omissions or inaccuracy of any information contained 
within this document.

The tax treatment of any investment in this fund will depend on the individual circumstances of each investor and the method 
of investing and may be subject to change in the future. The value of investments may go down as well as up and no return 
or return of original capital is guaranteed. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. If you have any doubts as 
to the suitability of this investment for you then please talk to an appropriately qualified party.


